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From the  
Headmaster

Final assembly this morning

Today we formally said goodbye to all our leavers in  our final assemblies 
and Mr Robinson presented the last trophies of the current academic year. In 
the Prep assembly the Activities Cup for all extra-curricular House activities 
this year was awarded to Lawrence and the Burton Page Cup for the most 
House Points awarded since September went to Lincoln. Our new Head Boy 
is to be Ansh S, assisted by Albert and Oscar as Deputy Head Boys. Many 
congratulations to all our trophy winners and very best wishes for the future to 
all our leavers. During Pre-Prep final assembly we thanked the School and Eco 
Council boys for their hard work this year. We announced and congratulated 
the winner of the “I did my best” cup, who, this term, is Bilal in the Squirrels. 
We had to say a sad farewell to Dougie and Milan who are off on exciting 
adventures to new schools. We will miss you both and wish you success and 
happiness for the future. Mrs Geddes and Miss Anning are also leaving us 
today and we shall all miss them very much, do stay in touch.

Welcome to this bumper end of academic 
year edition of The Lamb. It’s been an 
action-packed last ten days.

It was a pleasure to welcome Lady 
Harding to our Senior Prize-Giving 
ceremony last Friday. Lady Harding is 
stepping down from her role as Chair of 
Governors to become Master Merchant 
Taylor and will be greatly missed. You can 
read more about her contribution to the 
leadership of our school on page 2.  We 
welcomed Mr Russo to Year 5 & 6 Prize-
Giving and Miss Morgan to the Junior 
Prize-Giving. I am very proud of all that the 
boys have achieved this year. 

It was a pleasure to present Bilal with 
the “I did my best Trophy” in Pre-Prep 
assembly this morning. Final assembly was 
online and highlighted the importance of 
friendship and staying in touch as this week 
we have been saying farewells to those staff 
and boys who are leaving today. I wish them 
all the best for the future. I was also able to 
announce that our new Head Boy will be 
Ansh S, assisted by Albert and Oscar as his 
deputies. Congratulations to all three boys.

In sport, all of the boys competed well 
in the Sports Days with great support for 
each other and their House. Very well done 
to Oates who were the House Athletics 
champions this year.

I hope you enjoy the photographs of all 
our activities. I would like to wish all the St 
John’s families a relaxing summer holiday 
and I wish our leavers every success and look 
forward to welcoming everyone else back in 
September.



Farewell and thank you to Lady Harding
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Lady Annie Harding is standing down as Chair of Governors 
at the end of this academic year to become Master of the 
Merchant Taylors’ Company. Lady Harding has been Chair of 
Governors since Johnny Armstrong’s retirement in 2017. She 
was no stranger to St John’s having been a Governor since 2009 
after a long association with the Merchant Taylors’ Company. 
It has been a significant four years in the history of the School 
in both predictable and unpredictable ways.  

Our Centenary had been long anticipated, but Lady Harding 
made sure it was a year to remember using her considerable 
influence with the Merchant Taylors’ Company to keep it 
high on their agenda. It was, of course, very early on in the 
year when all the plans were thrown into confusion as that 

most unpredictable of events hit the world. The Coronavirus 
Pandemic meant the wholesale cancellation of most of the 
celebrations but, thanks to Lady Harding, the year has still left 
a legacy. She took a keen interest in the planning and works for 
the Centenary Sports Hall and we still hope she will be present 
when this marvellous facility is opened formally next year. 
Another new addition which is being well used is our treehouse, 
a wonderful and creative outdoor space made possible in no 
small part through a generous donation from the Company. 

Lady Harding is leaving to become Master of the Merchant 
Taylors’ Company, only the second woman to hold the role. 
We would all like to express our thanks for her support for St 
John’s and wish her great success as Master. 
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Years 3 to 6 Prize Givings
Last Friday Years 3 to 6 gathered in the Norman Hall to 
celebrate their annual Prize-Giving ceremonies. Miss Morgan 
was delighted to hand out prizes in the Junior Prize-Giving and 
Aarush and Iraj gave a very fitting vote of thanks. Mr Russo 
handed out the Year 5 and 6 awards and spoke to the boys 
about resilience, particularly in the light of the past year.

The leavers were awarded their special ties and Kabir was 
presented with the Bhimani Cup for all round excellence. They 
were both superb occasions which can still be accessed using 
the following links: 
Junior https://youtu.be/Fc2dueGES2U  
Years 5 and 6  https://youtu.be/6GC-LoK5NTo



Senior Prize-Giving 2021
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Senior Prize-Giving is always a highlight of our school 
calendar, when we celebrate success both in and out of the 
classroom. It is also an opportunity to review the year and say 
goodbye to our leavers. 

This year was rather poignant as we said goodbye to Annie 
Harding, our Chair of Governors for the past four years and 
a Governor since 2009. Annie is much-loved in the St John’s 
Community and will be missed as she steps down. Annie 
presented the prizes and spoke warmly about St John’s.  

Mr Robinson guided us through the highlights of the 

extraordinary past sixteen months. He thanked all the staff 
and thanked Mr Stone particularly for his leadership on 
the building of the Centenary Sports Hall. His speech was 
interspersed with words from Year 8 boys who all focused on 
a particular aspect of school life. Our Year 7 & 8 Choir gave 
a very moving performance of “You’ll Never Walk Alone” in 
memory of Captain Sir Tom Moore. 

You can watch this superb occasion at your leisure using this 
link to the video https://youtu.be/EjmlxBSh9B0



Business Enterprise 2021 comes to an end
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In a final frenzy of activity, the Business Enterprise Course 
for this year comes to an end. The boys have been grateful for 
the opportunity to learn how to run a business and can really 
appreciate the hard work that goes on behind the scenes. They 
have also learned the value of working together as they were 
put under pressure to collate and bag up the orders, collect the 
money and make sure that customers were satisfied. 

As always there were lessons to take forward, maybe to a new 
business of their own in the future?! Thank you all for your 
support during these particularly challenging circumstances. 
Year 8 are proud to hand over just over £600 to our school 
charity for the year, Playskill. This will help pre-school children 
with special physical needs. 



PlaySkill benefits from St John’s support
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On Wednesday morning, St John’s were delighted to present a 
cheque for £11,770.23 to representatives of PlaySkill, our main 
charity for the past two years. We know that the money will go 
a long way to helping the children and families it supports and 
we were thrilled that, after a very turbulent eighteen months, 
we were still able to donate such a significant amount to a 
wonderful cause. 

Casting our minds back, we have raised money through 

car park collections, brass band performances, Arts Evening 
and drama performances, all in pre-Covid times. We have 
then fortunately been able to combine this with mufti days, 
sponsored events and Year 8’s Business Enterprise since 
returning to school enabling us to donate the final total.

We really do want to stress how much we appreciate every 
donation and how, without the St John’s community, none of 
this would be possible. Thank you so much for your support.



Leavers’ Evening 2021
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On Tuesday evening Year 8 parents and staff were treated to 
a wonderful evening of entertainment. All day the Year 8 boys 
and a few staff had been busily preparing for Leavers’ Evening. 
The boys prepared displays of their Post Exam Curriculum 
work and Business Enterprise achievements. 

Parents enjoyed moving around the Norman Hall in our 
one-way system before sitting under St John’s gazebos to 

protect them from the unseasonal July weather while the boys 
entertained everyone with a scene from Midsummer Night’s 
Dream and a number of light-hearted sketches as the boy’s 
reflected on their experiences at St John’s. 

Thank you boys for an entertaining evening and many 
thanks to Mr Russo who produced the event.



Leavers evening cont...
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Debating Competition Final 
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On Tuesday 29th June, four teams of Year 8 boys took on 
the challenge to compete against each other to win the gold 
medal in the Debating Competition Final 2021. Each team 
worked tirelessly for a term to prepare for this event. A Year 7 
boy worked alongside each team in order to promote the spirit 
of debates to their successors. The boys had to prepare for two 
rounds. The topic of the first round was Covid-19 vaccine 
passports. Out of the first four teams in round one, two made 
it through to the final. They competed for the winning title 
and the second place. 

The results are as follows: Winners: Arian 8B Captain, 
Cyrus 8B first speaker, Lucas 7J second speaker, Aaron 7H 
third speaker, Vishwadrik 8L Whip. Second Place: Rodrigo 8L 
Captain, Charlie 8L first speaker, Darius 8L second speaker, 

Benyamin 7J third speaker, Raffi 8L Whip. Exceptional 
speeches! Well done too for speaking on the difficult topic of 
Artificial Intelligence. A massive thank you to Mrs Savage and 
Mr Russo for judging the competition. They commented on 
the excellent public speaking skills the boys displayed - from 
eye contact to hand gestures and posture to research standards, 
validity of the arguments and the quality of the Whips’ 
speeches. We had some excellent speeches given by our teams 
in the first round, too. The judges commented on how close 
the scores were. Well done to: Alexander 8B and Aaryan 8L 
Captains, Zreh 8L and Rayaan 8L, First Speakers, Yash and 
Joshua 7H, Second Speakers, Rohan 8L and James 8B, Third 
Speakers, Yusuf 8L and Xerxes 8L, Whips. It was a memorable 
experience for all who attended!



Year 6 had a world of adventures at Chessington
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On Thursday 1st July, the boys in Year 6 went on the 
traditional end of year trip to Chessington. The weather was 
perfect and the boys quickly became accustomed to the idea 
of their groups having to ‘check in’ with the teachers at given 
times. Otherwise, they were free to explore all the delights of 
Chessington, ranging from going on the various rides, visiting 

the zoo and eating large amounts of sweets!
The boys were wonderfully well behaved and kept perfectly 

to the timings. We even had a smooth journey home to cap 
off a fantastic trip. Thanks must go to all of the Year 6 boys 
for their excellent conduct and the accompanying teachers for 
helping to make the day such a success. 
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Down came the rain and washed the spider out
With some of the Reception boys self-isolating at home Miss Morgan set them a challenge. They had to design and build a 
drain for Incy Wincy spider to climb up and down. The boys were extremely inventive and creative. All we need now is a little 
bit of sun to dry up all the rain…
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Armed Forces Day
Armed Forces Day was held on Saturday 26th June this year.  
Although the national event to mark the day was held in 
Scarborough this year, events were held all around the country.  
On Friday, boys in the Junior Department were given an insight 
to Armed Forces Day and life in the Army by Mrs Luke.  Mrs 
Luke started by explaining the difference between Armed Forces 
Day and Remembrance Sunday: the first is an opportunity to 
show support to both serving personnel and their families in 
recognition of their hard work and the sacrifices they make; the 

latter is the time to commemorate those who have made the 
ultimate sacrifice and died whilst serving their country.  Mrs 
Luke then talked to the boys about her time serving in the 
Intelligence Corps in the British Army, showing pictures of 
her younger self in different uniforms and her medals.  There 
was also an opportunity for some boys to try on items of Mr 
Luke’s equipment and we all practised our gas attack drills! The 
boys listened extremely well, asking a wide range of appropriate 
questions. Mrs Luke
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Tissue box guitars in Year 4
Year 4 came to a harmonious end as the Science topic reached 
its crescendo. Boys in 4S and 4H discussed in considerable 
detail how to increase both the volume and pitch of any 
instruments often drawing on their own musical experiences. 
The culmination of the year was making their very own 
instrument using a variety of rubber bands and cardboard 

boxes. Several lateral flow containers were put to use in the 
name of Science. These boxes have been invaluable this year 
but the cornflake packet won hands down. It was louder and 
eventually more tuneful. And so the year’s Science came to an 
end. The boys are undoubtedly ready to move into the Science 
labs and no doubt Mr Lawrence is ready for them.
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Tissue box guitars in Year 4 cont...
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Hugo has been growing boysenberries
I have been growing boysenberries, tomatoes and chillies in the garden and thyme, sage, dill, oregano and mint in a pot.  The 
French beans haven’t done so well. I have enjoyed watching the plants grow and now fruit. Hugo 3W

Wimbledon here 
we come
Congratulations to Zachariah (4H) and his club 
mates who won the Under 10’s Middlesex National 
League. Great achievement. Very well done!
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Dyson Disassembly 
In our D&T lesson today we had a ‘Dyson’ day. At the 
beginning, we watched a video about Dyson’s employees 
and what jobs they had. I was very interested and learnt a 
lot. Afterwards, we had the privilege to use one of their large 
models, the ‘DC39’. It used a tornado effect to suck in all of 
the dirt which made it even more effective. We learnt how to 
assemble and disassemble a part of Dyson’s vacuum cleaner. The 
design seemed so simple, but it still took us over half an hour to 
fully disassemble it. What was very interesting as well was the 
fact that the piece of engineering was so manoeuvrable.
Aubrey and Otto, Year 5

Today we looked at the design engineers who work at Dyson. 
We were given a ‘Tangle free’ turbine tool and watched a video. 
In the video we looked at a man taking the parts out of it. We 
copied him and took the parts out too. Once we took them 
out we tried to put them back together. We had a lot of fun 
using screwdrivers and coins to take some parts out. I found out 
that there was a gear that was contained in a small plastic box 
attached to a tube which if you blow through the gear, moves 
and makes the brushes move too.
Neel, Year 5 
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It might otherwise be destined for landfill but Year 5 boys salvaged the junk and modelled some beautiful birds. 1. Bailey has 
created a colourful parrot. 2. James is pleased with his kingfisher. 3. Aiden and Otto are pictured with their birds. 4. Junior Art 
Clubbers have been learning about tints and shades. Look at their yummy chalk ice-cream drawings. 5. Neil in Year 4 is delighted 
with his Aboriginal shark painting. 6. Nayan in Year 7 painted this lovely sunset, using a palette knife.

Year 5 boys enjoy modelling bird sculptures

3.

4. 5. 6.

1. 2.
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U11C vs  St John’s Beaumont, Friday, 25 June, Away
SJB batted first and the opening batsmen played some good 
shots. Aarav and Rafi opened the bowling with Aarav taking 
a wicket in the first over. Rafi bowled well but the runs ketp 
ticking over. Ayaan then took a wicket but batsmen 3 and 4 
really started scoring quickly. Eventually, they were bowled out 
for 37 and 75 runs leaving SJB with 184 runs for the loss of 6 
wickets. St John’s went into bat and Shane played some good 
shots but was caught brilliantly for 15 runs. Roshan scored 
some much needed runs and remained not out. Rafi hit some 
very good shots before being bowled for 8. Marcus looked very 
impressive with an array of different shots but again was caught 
out brilliantly in the deep. Arnav scored some quick runs 
and Bailey batted the last two overs for us to score 116 for 5 
wickets. A very good effort.

Colts play well against St John’s Beaumont

U11E vs St John’s Beaumont, Friday 25 June 
The sun was out for this 8-a-side pairs match vs SJB who 
elected to bat first. Our bowling wasn’t the tidiest giving away 
a few extras each over, but the boys took 10 crucial wickets 
through Adam, Alistair, Luca, Alexander and Rehaan to 
reduce their runs by 50. In the field the boys were extremely 
active limiting the run total. SJB finished with a respectable 
33 runs. With the bat in hand the boys utilised the downhill 
boundary on the leg side and achieved 16 boundaries between 
them, 7 of which came from Rehaan who ended 33 not out. 
Satyen, Matthew and Armaan experimented well with their 
shot selection keeping the opposition field on their toes, along 
with their communication to steal many runs. We ended 140 
for 1 from 16 overs which saw the boys enjoy a big win in the 
final fixture of the year.

U11D vs St John’s Beaumont, Friday 25 June
 A different looking squad on the day as a number of boys had 
been practicing hard and looked impressive during training 
sessions. Captain Jamie D led the side out on the day. St John’s 
Beaumont won the toss and opted to field first. What was 
especially pleasing on the day was that boys were executing 
some of the things we have been working on in training. Dries 
and Zain did a great job opening the batting. Big shots and 
good technique from George G who got 12 runs off 14 balls 
and Freddie L who got 9 runs off 11. As a whole, our bowling 
was quite tidy. Well done to our wicket takers, Oliver W 2 for 
8, Luke C 1 for 5, George G 1 for 3 and Jamie D 1 for 2. St 
John’s Northwood won the match by 24 runs. Very well done 
indeed! Mr Krüger
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Years 6 to 8 compete in the St John’s Putter
The annual St John’s Putter is anticipated eagerly by the boys. 
After a busy day on Wednesday, with Year 5 & 6 Sports Day 
followed by Senior House Cricket, the golf was a welcome 
change of pace. With a sensational turnout of nine pairs, 
the boys were raring to get started after their briefing on the 
course. 

The grounds themselves looked stunning, a big thank you to 
our amazing grounds department who have been hard at work 
all year preparing for this prestigious event.

The eventual winners of the event, Ansh S & Ruben (Year 

7), achieved an impressive score of 18, equivalent to par on the 
undulating St John’s course. 

The current school record stands at 17. They was followed 
by Kabir & George L (Year 6) with 20. Joint third place was 
occupied by Rahul & Luca (Year 6) and Zac & Sahib B (Year 
7), both with a respectable score of 23. Well done to everyone 
for taking part, whether competing for the win, or enjoying 
a round of golf for the first time with class-mates, we look 
forward to seeing you all compete again next year before the 
Stowe Putter 2022.
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Pre-Prep Sports Day
After such a long time of waiting, the Pre-Prep boys were finally able to compete at their Sports Day. The excitement was 
palpable as we all streamed down to the track. Despite there being no parents cheering, the atmosphere was electric. The boys 
ran, hopped, jumped and balanced their way through the afternoon. The Sports Day concluded with the always exciting Year 2 
relay.  The lead changed several times, it was difficult to call, cheering and clapping spurred the boys on. The final winners were 
the Badgers. The competitive spirit and enjoyment was evident to see. A super afternoon was had by all.
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Pre-Prep Sports Day cont...
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Junior Sports Day
We woke to a cloudy sky on Tuesday and it was very much 
touch and go whether we could go ahead with the Junior 
Sports Day. However, we managed to make a start and it 
was fantastic to see all of Year 3 and 4 take part in the House 
Athletics. In the track events, we divided the groups into 
three races and this allowed more pupils to compete as they 
were grouped by ability. This gave more pupils the chance to 
win medals in their races, which was a huge success and the 
pupils all appreciated this. We started with the 800 metres 
and everyone took part and finished the race. The support for 

all the runners in this event was clear to see as they cheered 
everyone to the finish line. We had some epic finishes in the 
sprints and with the graded races this worked very well with 
all the finishes being closely contested. We had to stop the 
Junior Sports Day half way through the events due to the poor 
weather but managed to complete the event on Thursday.
Junior Sports Day House Results.

1st Lawrence  2nd Oates

3rd Lincoln  4th Churchill
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Junior Sports Day cont...
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Years 5 & 6 Sports Day
For the first time, we ran Sports Day so that all boys took part 
in all the events. Each year group for the track events was put 
into graded finals and this allowed more pupils to compete 
within their ability level. Bailey set a new school record in the 
Year 5 Shot Put, where he achieved 6.05m. There were some 
fantastic races in the sprints with some very close finishes 
between all the runners. We started with the 800 metres and 
then moved to the hurdles, 80m and finished with the 200m. 
We changed the relays this year to allow all Year 5s and 6s 
to run the 100m relay. From this heat, the best four Year 5s 

and 6s were selected to make up a team for each House. The 
remaining boys cheered their Houses on and the excitement in 
the finishes was enjoyed by all. Oates set a new school record 
in the relay with a time of 2m 26.11. A wonderful way to 
finish Year 5 and 6 Sports Day. 

Years 5 and 6 Sports Day House Results.

1st Oates   2nd Churchill  

3rd Lincoln   4th Lawrence 
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Years 5 & 6 Sports Day cont...
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Years 7 & 8 Sports Day
The final Sports Day of this Summer was enjoyed by Years 
7 and 8. As with the other Sports Days, it was much more 
inclusive this year and the pupils thoroughly enjoyed the new 
experience. In the running and field events we joined both 
age groups together and this made the events much more 
competitive. The opening race was the 800 metres with a B 
and A race. Everyone ran well but the top three places went to 
Ethan, Sam and Thomas. The sprints were all very competitive 
with many pupils winning medals in their respective races. 

In the field events three new school records were set:
Noah Year 8: Discus - 16.30m
Ansh A: Discus - 17.95m
Jacob: Shot - 7.10m

The final two events were the House relay and the Squadron 
relay. This was a very exciting way to finish the Senior Sports 
Day. Results.

1st Oates   2nd Lawrence
3rd Lincoln   4th Churchill
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Years 7 & 8 Sports Day cont...

After adding together the results from all the Sports Day events 
the Houses were in the following positions. 

1st Oates   2nd Lawrence 
3rd Lincoln   4th Churchill  

The Athletics Cups were awarded to the following pupils at the 
end of Sports day.
100m, now 80m due to track size (Presented by Richard 
Harrison, 1982: Ethan 

200m (Presented by P.J.Shepherd, 1971): Ethan
800m (Updated Cup presented by JCR Thomas, 1977 and last 
year by AJ Cox, 2002): Ethan 
Long Jump (Presented by Harley Knight, 1993): Rodrigo
Tanner Discus (Presented by Rufus Tanner, 1999): Noah
Keegan Shot Cup (Presented by Alex Keegan, 2003): Sam
Keegan Javelin Cup (Presented by Alex Keegan, 2003): Charlie
Winners of the Athletics Shield: Oates
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National School Sport Week House Challenge
Thanks to everyone who got involved in the National School 
Sports Week House Challenge. House points were up for 
grabs for everyone who posted a photo of themselves doing 
something sporty and tagging the School and National School 
Sports Week. We were bowled over (geddit?) by the result and 
don’t have room to show every entry. 

What was so impressive was the range of different sports 
being practised: from cycling to swimming, skiing, karting, 
football, rugby and cricket as well as some amazing made-up 
games. Well done to all of you, and remember, there is a sport 
out there for everyone. All you have to do is find it.
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   Krüger Sports Camps 
www.krugercamps.co.uk  

Krüger Sports Camps are back - Five exciting sports 
camps will run at St John’s during the summer holidays 
with specialist days in cricket, football and court sports. 
Keeping active and having a break from technology is so 
important. Come and play, socialise and be sporty! For 

more information go to www.krugercamps.co.uk 
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Calendar & important dates Contact details

Kruger Camps: Please see the flyer on page 31
Playskill: Thanks to your generosity over the past two 
years we have been able to give a cheque to Playskill for 
£11,770.23. THANK YOU
Year 6 & 7 Trip video: Here is the link to this video for you to  
enjoy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJsDgbrKbNM

Year 8 Trip video: Here is the link to this video for you to 
enjoy https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fde9T9n8AWo

Moor Park Fun Run: Sunday 19th September 2021. Please 
see the flyer on page 30 and don’t  forget to register your entry 
online. This is the link to of Just Giving page for The Lamb. 
School Reports: Nursery to Year 4 reports are available to 
view via the Parent Portal now. Years 5 to 8 reports will be 
published as soon as possible.

The Lamb: We hope you enjoyed reading The Lamb this 
year. Thank you for the many photographs you have sent in, 
especially during lockdowns. The next issue will be after the 
first full week of school next term on Friday 17th September.
Autumn Term School Calendar: This will be available to 
view via the Parent Portal and on the School website shortly. 
You will receive an email when this is available.
Votes for schools: see page 11
House points final total: 1st, Lincoln 133.13, 2nd, Lawrence 
128.24, 3rd, Churchill 127.36, 4th, Oates 124.37
All the Staff at St John’s wish you a restful and enjoyable 
summer holiday and we look forward to seeing many of you 
in September. For our leavers, we wish you all the very best 
and do keep in touch with news of the next stage of your 
education.

Updates: Please continue to visit  
www.st-johns.org.uk for all the latest 
information on sports fixtures and results. 
The website will have announcements in 
case of emergency. 

You can also follow us on twitter 
@stjsnorthwood and our sports 
department @StJohnsNwSport

Mailings: If you have received The Lamb 
from someone else and would like to be 
sent your own copy direct each week, please 
email: Lamb Editor. Let us know your 
contact details and you will be added to the 
list.

Photographs: We cannot always be on 
hand every event with a camera and rely on 
photographs from parents and supporters. 
Do please continue to send in pictures to 
lambeditor@st-johns.org.uk for inclusion in 
The Lamb. Many thanks.

Thursday 2nd September: 
SLT Meetings
1st XV Pre-Season Training
On site lateral flow testing for all Year 8
Friday 3rd September: SLT Meetings 
and New Staff Inset

1st XV Pre-Season Training
On site lateral flow testing for all Year 7
Monday 6th September: Staff Inset
Tuesday 7th September: Staff Inset
Wednesday 8th September: Beginning 
of Term (8.25am)

Notices and reminders

Photo of the week: Well done to Arian (8B) who played cricket  for Hertfordshire 
U13s against Middlesex last week. Although Hertfordshire ultimately lost, it was a 
competitive match. Arian was pleased to take 3 wickets for 7 runs and was 14 not out 
in the batting. He is proud to represent Hertfordshire and has more matches coming up.


